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CHAPTER 18 

The Politics of Silent Protest in Indira 
Goswami's Novels Nilkanthi Braja 

and The Moth Eaten 
Howda of the Tusker 

ManoharD. DugC!}e 

''The spaces between and around words can have their unspoken 
resonances. [Like music, writing is] a communication without words in 
which the silences count as much as the notes". (Graham Swift 103) 

A propensity to falsely associate Silence with absence, blankness and 
void can be observed in most readings of literature. However, 
considering that silence is not the opposite of speech, this tendency 
is not just preposterous, but dangerous as well. Silence in literature is 
often a deliberate decision to not use words or to. express mistrust in 
verbal language. ''That we cannot speak about we must pass over in 
silence" C'/ 4) perceives Lugwig Wittgestein. Only through liberation 
from the shackles of written language can conclusive and absolute 
communication become feasible. Literature often employs silence 
effectively to express traumatic experiences and complex 
psychological predicaments. Narratives also break off into mere 
painful fragmented murmurs or trail off into absolute silence. The 
reader is assigned the task of putting the pieces of silence together to 
give life to a story that the writer chooses not to verbalise. 
Oftentimes, these unheard voices are strong statements of protest. 
Totality within literary discourse can be achieved only through an 
empathetic recognition and acceptance of the reticence of both the 
author and their characters. A character's silence may reveal more 
than what it conceals - sometimes even offering strong political 
stances, especially in a post-colonial or feminist backdrop. 

Indira Goswami foregrounds the "Colonial truth" which she feels 
can only be comprehensively expressed through silence. Gayatri 
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achieve o y . . b . th 1 k · u· n they understand lies not m voice, ut ID e ac of it. 
emanopa o , ' · . The present study attempts t~ g~ a lucid understanding of how the 
Goswami widows in Nilkantz BraJa and The Moth Eaten Howda of the 
Tus.kermanipulate their silence to achieve fierce resistance. 

Although plenty of research has been carried out on various 
aspects of Goswami's works, the theme of Silence still remains 
untouched. Most relevant being Papari Das's (2014) study on women 
in Goswami's fiction, Ravi Bhusan's (2014) analyses on the foul side 
o~ widowhood in Goswami's Nilkanthi Brt!}a, N eha Arora's (2014) 
Vl~s on the fate of women and Sikha Dutta's (2019) studies the 
so~ and c~tural situation in The Moth Eaten Howda of the Tusker. 
Thids studY alms to bridge the gap in research by analysing the distinct 
an powerful ways in hi h il ., w c s ence is employed by Goswantl s 
women to mark their . . . or The B, N .Ld proteSt Indira Goswami's novels Ni/kantht Bra}a 

tlle ec1a God and D / · M h Eaten Howda of th T, ata Hatir Une Khowa Howda or The ot 
as it blatantly e usker become remarkably pertinent to this study 
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dira Goswamy is one of the victims of this institutionalised 
In . v and has renounced many patriarchal and regressive 

hypocrts;, th . . . • · cal customs at oppress women. Being a Brahmin widow 
B~he voices the plight of such women and conclusively drives 
herse dle point that, why a mere verbal protest is not just gruelling, 
holll~tile as well. The centrality of the mute and vulnerable human ~:~y is also exalte~ _in her _n~vels. It is through the body _that the 

dification of polincal, religious, and cultural demographics takes 
'~ace. The physicality of female bodies makes them more susceptible f 
O 

social persecution. In fact, widowhood, the ultimate curse on a 
Brahmin woman, is imposed on her solely by virtue of her biological 
femininity, Through graphic narrations of the tortures and 
humiliation inflicted on the body, she addresses the most basic 
pitfalls of cultural and religious practices. Goswami celebrates the 
silence of the human body - the abuse it endures and the vehement 
protest it is capable of. The brahmin widow is a piteous being, 
condemned to a life of emotional immolation. She is deprived of 
freedom, decency, and even the right to have cooked food or physical 
possessions. To top it all, she is not allowed to step out of her home, 
lest she brings misfortune to those who happen to lay eyes on her 
cursed body! 

The ideal widow should be an invisible one, silent even in her 
body, like a "Ghost pretending to be a human being" (Goswami 10). 
However, Go.swami through her novels Nilkanthi Brqja and The Moth 
Eaten Howda of the Tusker, give both voice and body to the 'ghost-like 
widows'. The silence of their bodies is amplified and exalted into a 
deafening roar until it is heard. Through elaborate commentary on 
~e torments inflicted on widows' bodies and minds, Goswami 
un~arts voice to the silent. The body is seen not as a mute, physical 
obiect, anymoi:e but as an entity capable of raging protest. 

Nilkanthi Brqja is one of Indira Goswami's most daring works -
~ot just because she gives voice to mute human bodies, but also 
. ec~use she exposes the corruption within Hindu religious 
tnStitutions. The n~vel traces the helpless plight of Saudamini, a 
r~cently widowed young girl who is brought in to the ostensibly Holy 
city of V. of w ~davan by her parents against her will. She is the p~oto~e 
0 

h hat W?ter Sarah Grand terms "New Woman". Saudanuru, unlike 
c 1 er servile widows is initially rebellious and tries to hold radical 
onversati · ' f din h 0 ns with her parents to dissuade them rom sen g er to 
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Vrindavan. She also expresses her rebellion by revealing her secret 
Christian lover. 

As all her frantic efforts to communicate go in vain, Saudarnini 
realises the futility of language and the subsequent futility of 
discourses held in that medium. It was from then that she dissociated 
from . the pointless practice of speech an~ _began ado~ting the 
powerful doctrine of silence ~stead. Sauda.m.iru, an e°:bo~ent•of 
'New Woman' defies conventions and calls out on societal tnjustices 
through a fearsome lack of language. She opts for a brutal silent 
abidance to the regressive brahminical norms as a symbol of dissent 
and to prove that silence is in fact stronger than discourse. Through 
descriptions of tortures inflicted on the silent bodies of the widows 
in Vrindavan, Goswami is able to distinctly and stridently voice out 
the pitfalls in the execution of religion. 

Saudamini is an observer of the monstrosities that take place 
within fhe Hindu temples of Vrindavan. She witnesses the 
unspeakable tribulation that her fellow widows - the nameless, 
voiceless and homeless Radheswamis, are being subjected to. Their 
voices have been appropriated by the temple priests or the Pandas, 
who force the women to "sing the Lord's praises as loud as they 
could even if they were on the verge of choking" (Goswami 23). The 
bleak picture of Vrindavan that Goswami paints .is quite contrary to 
the popular beliefs surrounding the city. Instead of being the 
breeding ground of spirituality and sanctity, Vrindavan swarms with 
sexual predators. Saudamini encounters A young widow Shashiprova 
reveals the darkest and vilest sexual secrets of the holy city: "For a 
long time I have spent serving the temple's Lord Damodar. Now I 
will have to live with Alamgari as his mistress... Can you imagine 
anything worse than this?" (Goswami 65) 

Saudamini towards the end of the novel is presented with the 
opportunity to break free from this suffering and reunite with her 
Christian lover. However, it is at this juncture that the young woman 
displays immense courage and resistance. As a token of prodigious 
indignation at ·the institutionalised maltreatment of widows, 
Saudamini chooses to undertake the utmost rebellion - eternal 
silence. Saudamini's suicide resonates with the denunciation of 
Brahminism, its rigid patriarchy, and its associated practices, 
rendering a statement louder than any language could ever have 
aspired to. 
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Ano_ther widow who employs the silence of her body to mark 
protest 1s Durga's niece, Giribala. She too refuses to understand the 
gravity of her misfortune initially. It was only after all her attempts at 
protest through language fail, that she resorts to silent rebellion. 
Through physical non-conformity to the strict mandates of 
patriarchal Brahminism, Giribala uses her body as both armour and 
mouthpiece. Another such instance of silent, yet aggr~ssive n?n-
abidance is when Giribala decides to consume the forbidden dish. 
With the onset of widowhood, countless restriction_s are ~traduced 
on physical comforts including food. A widow _is 1?1'1callfythi~~y . . d any violation o s is 
allowed to consume bland tasteless items an . thi lifi . of 

' G' 'bal ebels agamst s e considered a grave offense. 1rt a r th unch rules. On 
d .din t break ese sta 

exasperation and denial by eel g O 
. eremony Giribala 

th d th , m.memoratton c ' . e ay of her grandfa er s co tton curry hidden 
aks 

here she spots mu t sne into the palanquin ~oom w d "Gulps it down in grea 
away. She immediately se12es the pot an 
haste" (Goswami 512). . is her friendship all her actions un away 

The most unorthodox among hen her plans to r 
With a scholar named Mark. However, w 
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. him fail d she gets exp , Osed Giribala is prescribed to undergo 
with · an · Th ritual demanded that she be kept alone in 
a sacrame~tal penulandl c e. b: set on fire amidst the purification chants. a shed which wo ater · 

. d · d t run out of the shed once it was engulfed in The girl was a vise o d 
G . "bal expresses her final an most powerful fire. However, in a "d Sh d £ · f t t by refusing to run outs1 e. e opte or silent statement o pro es . · · th 

perishing in the sacrificial pyre tnstead, thereby vo~alistng rough her 
silence the ferocious injustice of a murderous patnarchal community. 

The power of silence and the e~orin~us capabili~ of the physical 
body is foregrounded in Goswami s ~ctton. The ?tie of her novel 
Nilkanthi Braja, is a reminder of the tnunense ~t of sile~ce as 
depicted in Hindu mythology. Nilkanth ~s Lo~d Stva who silently 
swallows the poison which could otherwise wipe out all creation. 
Siva's decision to silently endure torment in view of the greater good 
is much reminiscent of how Goswami's widows choose -to sacrifice 
themselves as a protest. Both Lord Siva and the Goswami's widaws' 
reson to the sheer silent physicality of their bodies, and not linguistic 
deli~eration, to make themselves heard. 
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